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INTRODUCTION
Electrocardiography (ECG) is a conventional tool to monitor
general physiological condition like cardiac functions and
exercise load. However it limits patients’ and subjects’ 
activities during monitoring ECG because of wires of ECG
devices. Up to now, there are more and more researchers
devoted to developing wireless ECG devices. The purpose
of study is to explore the applications of wireless ECG
devices for bicycling and stairs-climbing.

METHODS
This study was an explorative study. Subjects were college
students from National Yang-Ming University. In the resting
condition, we used wireless ECG device to monitor subject’s 
real time ECG. At the same time, we recorded conventional
ECG by another device for comparing. The ECG signal was
retrieved from Lead II and transmitted to K & Y program in
PC to show real time ECG.

In the testing of bicycle, the subject was seated and
initialized by 25 W. The r.p.m was maintained from
60~80.Every stage was maintained for 5 mins and increased
25W for each stage. Exercise was stopped until 100W. In the
testing of stair-climbing, the subject standed and the velocity
of climbing was 50 steps/min. The procedure was
maintained for 5 mins. Wireless ECG and Actiheart were
monitored in both exercise testings. Heart rate from wireless
ECG and Actiheart of each stead state exercise condition
were compared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The real time ECG signals in resting condition was
presented in Fig 1. We can find that there are similar wave
forms in three different channels. The first channel was
button-typed wireless ECG, and the second channel was
button-typed wireless ECG linked to two electrodes (Lead
II). The third channel was conventional ECG (Lead II).
The wireless ECG device in present study had high

congruency with conventional ECG device in rest condition
(Fig 1), and we can get similar wave forms in the program.
By this wireless device, we can eliminate many defects
because of wires and it offer more freedom and activities for
patients and subjects. In addition to convenience, this device
can offer autonomic functions by analyzing 5-min heart rate
variability. But compared with conventional ECG, it was
limited to hardwares and techniques so it can’t be a 
diagnostic tool for clinical use yet and needed further
improvements.

Due to oscillation of bodies during exercises, we suggested
that it was better for mild intensity load (25W-100W) in
bicycling and offered good ECG monitoring. As for
stairs-climbing, we adopted slower speed (50 steps/min) in
this study. Because there was light oscillation in upper trunk,
it also can monitor ECG for most time. Nevertheless in the
procedures of both exercises, there were some unavoidable
wrong signals because of oscillation and other experiments,
however the device can detect unusual artifact wave forms
and modified them thus it was acceptable to apply the device
on relatively steady exercises (like bicycling and stairs-
climbing). Comparing wireless ECG with Actiheart, it
showed high congruency for heart rates among exercise
condition.

CONCLUSIONS
Owing to the necessity of the conductive wires, the
conventional ECG can only be used for limited distances
and activities. Nevertheless, this wireless ECG device can
not only provide stable signals but also make long-distance
monitoring under different kinds of activities possible. The
storage of batteries, the bounds of signal detecting and
monitoring conditions may eliminate its applications to
clinical conditions and needed to be improved in the future.
We expect that the modification of the volume and cost of
wireless ECG will make the system more popular under
clinical and research condition.

Table1: heart rates in bicycle exercise condition (n = 1 )
Work load (W) 25 W 50 W 75 W 100 W
Wireless ECG HR (beats/min) 91 97 113 137
Conventional ECG HR (beats/min) 91 97 113 137
Table2: heart rates in stairs-climbing condition (n = 7 )

Resting (Mean ± SD) P value Stairs-climbing (Mean ± SD) P value
Wireless ECG HR (beats/min) 73.14 ± 7.73 110.14 ± 9.39
Conventional ECG HR (beats/min) 73.43 ± 8.73

<0.001
108.00 ± 9.27

0.001

Fig 1: The K & Y real time wireless ECG program in resting condition.
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